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The Black Ven Ichthyosaur in its special case – about 5ft (1.7m) is preserved, but 

the complete tail and snout would bring it to a lifetime length of 8-10ft (2.5-3m) 

 

The Black Ven Ichthyosaur 

 

The Black Ven Ichthyosaur is the well-preserved remains of a relatively small 

specimen, 2.5-3m when complete. It is probably Ichthyosaurus communis, the most 

commonly found species at Lyme, first named by Rev. William Conybeare, Rector of 

Axminster. It can be found in its own modern glass and aluminium case in the 

geology gallery. It is an important specimen because some of the soft parts within the 

rib cage are preserved, which is unusual. It was found in 2004 and purchased from a 

local fossil collector Derek Powell with a PRISM grant from the Museums, Galleries 

and Archives Council (now the Arts Council) and a generous donation from Vinnie 

Valle. It is about 198-200 million years old. 

 

The Ichthyosaur known as “Kevin” 

 

“Kevin” is probably a specimen of Temnodontosaurus platyodon, another species 

first named by Rev. William Conybeare. It was found below the Lyme’s main beach 

during Phase II of the sea defence works in 2005 by workmen. It is named in 

remembrance of one of the workers who was killed the evening before it was found. 

The specimen is not complete, but the remains are those of a massive ichthyosaur, 

orginally some 18ft 4” (5.6m long). It is mounted on a board along one wall of the 

geology gallery. An impression of the outline of the body of the reptile is painted on 

the board. It was given by West Dorset District Council, which generously 

helped with the cost of equipment, excavation, preparation and mounting. It is slightly 

older than the Black Ven specimen. 
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“Kevin” – all eighteen feet of “him” 

 

What is an Ichthyosaur? 

 

These air-breathing reptiles lived entirely in the sea and were adapted for a fast-

swimming predatory life, their limbs having become fins. The name, meaning fish-

lizard, was coined by Charles Konig of the British Museum in the 1820s, but the 

animal was neither a fish nor a lizard. They occurred between 245 and 90 million 

years ago, after which they became extinct. 

 

The females retained their eggs, giving birth to fully-formed baby ichthyosaurs. It 

occupied the ecological niche now taken by dolphins and whales – mammals which 

evolved from land animals later than ichthyosaurs, but in parallel to them.  

 

The outline of an ichthyosaur in the water would be very similar to that of a dolphin – 

although the long snout and huge eyes were even more pronounced than those of the 

dolphin. Like the dolphin they were clearly adapted for catching mainly fishy prey, 

although studies of stomach contents and bite marks on prey show a wider taste, 

including free-swimming molluscs such as squid. Both these specimens had enjoyed 

squid in their last meals.  
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An ichthyosaur attacking a plesiosaur, with other ichthyosaurs catching a fish, 

detail from Ancient Dorsetshire by Lyme geologist Sir Henry de la Beche (1796-

1855) drawn in 1831. This drawing was the first attempt to illustrate a life in an 

ancient sea. The wretched plesiosaur is rightly showing signs of panic  

(by permission of Tom Sharpe, National Museum of Wales). 

 

Who found the first Ichthyosaur and where? 

 

The first associated skeleton to be found and to come to the attention of scientific 

circles was found by Joseph Anning, Mary Anning’s brother, at Lyme in 1811 or just 

a year or two before (accounts vary). He found the skull, but a few months later Mary 

found the rest of the skeleton, although at the time she was only 11 or 13 years of age. 

Altogether it was 5.2m long. The exact location is not known, but it was probably at 

the base of Church Cliffs, east of Lyme, in the Blue Lias.             

 

The local Lord of the Manor, Henry Henley, owned much of Lyme and the cliff and 

beach where it was found. He gave the Annings £23 for it, and it went to William 

Bullock’s Museum in Piccadilly, London. In 1819 it was bought at auction in London 

for £45 5s (£45.25) by the British Museum. It created a sensation, as most people then 

believed literally in the Genesis story, which did not allow sufficient time for the 

evolution or extinction of species.  

 

The skull is on display in the Natural History Museum in London, but the rest is now 

lost. It was a specimen of Temnodontosaurus platyodon, therefore similar to “Kevin”. 
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The ichthyosaur skull found by Joseph Anning in 1811/13 on display in the 

Natural History Museum, London. Note the eye is so big that the iris had to be 

supported by a bony ring and its opening dominates the skull. This suggests that they 

hunted in deep water where light levels are low, as well as nearer the surface. The 

“twisted willow” behind the skull is part of the compressed rib cage. Even this snout 

is not complete and would have been longer. A cast of this specimen hangs in our 

Museum Shop. In 2011 we temporarily swapped our cast for this, the real specimen, 

bringing it back to the Museum, built on the very spot where the Annings lived and 

prepared the specimen 200 years ago.  

 

The Black Ven Ichthyosaur 

 

 
Detail of the skull and eye socket, with bony ocular support 

 

This small ichthyosaur was found in 2004 at Black Ven, between Lyme and 

Charmouth, in the Black Ven Marls, which occur within the Lias, but above the Blue 

Lias and Shales with Beef. The Lias beds were all numbered by Dr William Lang, a 

former curator of the Natural History Museum and later, Lyme Regis Museum. Using 

Lang’s bed numbers the Black Ven Ichthyosaur is precisely located to Bed 85 in the 

Black Ven Marls, which is known as the Topstone Bed. It was actually found in a 

hard limestone nodule fallen from that bed. 
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The nodule was prepared using acid to dissolve away the rock and reveal the remains. 

Acid preparation is slow, but often produces outstanding results, and this specimen 

demonstrates that well. This quality of preservation is rare, and shows why Lyme 

Regis is so special, and has such a reputation for its fossils.    

 

 
Left front fin and, at top, shoulder blade of the Black Ven Ichthyosaur. 

These fins were once called “paddles”, but the relatively small shoulder blade 

suggests that they were used for steering and balance, rather than locomotion, which 

was probably achieved, as in dolphins, by movements of the tail. 

 

Although the remains are not complete, the animal’s length is estimated at 8-10ft (2.5 

- 3m), and is probably a specimen of Ichthyosaurus communis, which, as the name 

implies, is the most commonly found ichthyosaur in the Lyme Regis area.  

 

As well as the skeleton of the ichthyosaur, some soft tissues remain in and around 

the ribcage, preserved as carbonised stains, and these may be parts of the skin and 

other organs. Interestingly, for it shows us what the ichthyosaur had been eating, its 

stomach contents are preserved, which consist mostly of squid tentacle hooklets, this 

part of the squid being indigestible.  
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Possible imprint and carbonised remains of skin resting across rib bones, 

backbone at top 

 

Perhaps the most interesting part lies towards the back of the ribcage, where loops and 

coils of what appear to be the intestines are preserved. It is not actually the intestines, 

rather it is coprolitic material (fossil poo) preserved in their shape. 

 

   
Detail - Left: The loops of the intestines of the Black Ven Ichthyosaur. Right: the 

same reduced with the ribs outlined in black and the stomach contents shaded red. 

 

Kevin the Ichthyosaur  
 

Kevin was unearthed during Phase 2 of the Lyme Regis sea defence works in 2005, 

under the beach along Marine Parade in Lyme itself opposite the amusement arcade. 

It was found in the Saurian Shales, long famous for its reptilian remains, and it very 
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similar to the one discovered by Mary and Joseph Anning in 1811-12. The Saurian 

Shales form Bed 52 in Lang’s notation, which Lang placed at the top of the Blue Lias, 

although it is now considered to be near the base of the overlying Shales-with-Beef. 

Sadly, Kevin was discovered by some of the workmen with a forty-tonne excavator 

on the one day when I could not be on site due to a dental appointment. The front half 

of the fossil was scattered over the beach, the rest was found in the rock strata. 

 

 

Kevin Wyle 

 

“This stone is laid in Memory of Kevin Wyle 1980-2005” 

Kevin Wyle, a young worker on the sea defences, was unfortunately killed in a motorcycle 

accident on his way home from the site the night before the first part of the ichthyosaur was 

found. It is not usual to name specimens in this way, but in this case the reason is both sad and 

touching.  

Kevin was a bright and inquisitive young man, always interested in the fossils that I had come 

across during the excavations, and is sorely missed. Kevin’s memorial is inscribed on flat top 

of the sea wall along the Cart Road, the lower part of Marine Parade, at the head of the stone 

jetty. This is just 10 m from the find spot. 

 

“Kevin” (the ichthyosaur, it may be female for all we know) appears to be an example 

of the large ichthyosaur Temnodontosaurus platyodon, a diagnosis based on the size 

of the animal (approx 5.6m). Without a more-or-less complete skull and front fin, 

absolute identification is not possible, but the sheer size and shape of the animal can 

be readily appreciated from the display. 
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Detail: “Kevin’s” right rear fin, 2ft (0.6 m) long 

Missing bones are shown in dark grey, fin outline in light grey 

 

Nevertheless “Kevin” has some interesting features. It has:  

 

• The remnants of the last few meals remain in the stomach area, consisting 

almost entirely of tentacle hooklets from squid. Various sizes and shapes of 

hooklets can be seen, but no identification of species has yet been attempted. 

 

 
Detail: Kevin’s stomach contents showing as a darker grey ground between the ribs. 

The small black dots are squid hooks and other horny debris.  

Backbone vertebrae at the bottom of the photograph 
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• What appear to be areas of skin are also preserved in places (or rather the 

carbon content of the skin, as a hard black material), mostly around the 

stomach area, but also on the tail. 

 

 
Detail: “Kevin’s” pelvis - this would have connected the back bone 

to the rear fins via cartilage and ligaments, in a similar way that your pelvis connects 

your upper leg bone.  

 

 
Detail: “bend” in “Kevin’s” tail vertebrae: only the lower fluke of the tail is 

supported by bone. Vertebrae like these are easy to find on the beaches east and west 

of Lyme and are much simpler than mammal vertebrae, being hexagonal in form, 

dished where the separating cartilage discs sit and shaped so that the neural process 

(which takes the spinal cord) is discernable. The limit of grey marks simulates the 

outline of the tail. 

 

• The vertebrae at the tip of the tail have structures which have not been seen 

in any other ichthyosaur, as far as we are aware. 
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Detail: the tip of Kevin’s tail 

 

• There is also, sitting on top of two of the caudal (tail) vertebrae, a small 

coprolite (fossil poo). It is possible that this came from an animal which may 

have been scavenging Kevin’s carcass. It was deposited on the skeleton after 

the bones had been picked clean, but before burial under sediment 

 

 
Detail: coprolite resting on “Kevin’s” tail vertebrae 

 

Could I find specimens like these at Lyme Regis? 
With luck, patience and experience, yes. You are far more likely to find separated 

vertebrae, which are quite common. Any significant find of articulated bones should 

be left where it is and reported to the Museum so that a trained fossil collector can 
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recover it for science, as recovery and preparation is a skilled and labour-intensive 

task and vital information and the specimen are easily lost by those without the right 

skill and time to collect, prepare and report. 

 

Further study 

 

Visit the Lyme Regis Museum and see these and other marine reptile remains and 

other fossils. Learn about the lives and times of the early fossil collectors – and the 

material collected by today’s collectors.  

 

When in London visit the Natural History Museum and see significant displays of 

Lyme material collected by Mary Anning: 

http://www.nhm.ac.uk/research-curation/collections/our-collections/fossil-vertebrate-

collections/reptiles/marine-reptiles/index.html 

In Oxford see material collected from Lyme by the Philpot sisters and Thomas 

Hawkins at the University Museum in Parks Road: http://www.oum.ox.ac.uk/ 

In Cambridge see the Life in the Jurassic Seas exhibition at the Sedgwick Museum: 

http://www.sedgwickmuseum.org/exhibits/jurassic.html 

 

See the web sites of these and other institutions. 
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